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ABSTRACT  
 
This report describes the master thesis project “Weight Optimization of a 
Composite Chassis for a Multimodal Lightweight Vehicle” which is a part of the 
Master program in Naval Architecture and a part of a research project at the 
Centre for Naval Architecture, KTH. 
    
Demands on smart and energy efficient transport solutions are continuously 
increasing. In the Stockholm region the citizens are expected to increase with 
25% and the road vehicles with 80% until 2030, putting high demands on the 
traffic system. Using a small multimodal vehicle deals with this problem and uses 
both the land and waterways for transportation. When it comes to energy 
savings the structural mass is considered to account for 30% of the energy 
consumption of a car, why a weight optimized structure is desired when 
designing an energy efficient vehicle. 
 
The first part of the work consists of a load analysis. It includes a general 
arrangement of the vehicle which illustrates the different modes of 
transportation, including speeds, main dimensions and mass distributions. Based 
on this information, different critical load conditions that can occur during 
operation are calculated.  
 
The second part of the work consists of a FEM-based weight optimization of the 
chassis, with respect to its global strength. A structural arrangement has been 
defined, which is a single skin concept made of a quasi-isotropic carbon 
fiber/vinylester composite material. The design constraint for the optimization 
is the ultimate strength of the material and the design variable is the laminate 
thickness. The chassis is optimized against the different load conditions defined. 
When the optimizations are performed a final design is defined which 
withstands all the load conditions used.      
 
The results give a chassis that has a structural weight of 44.7 kg, where the most 
critical loads occur in the bottom/mid part of the chassis. According to this 
analysis, a quasi-isotropic laminate seems to be the most appropriate layup 
alternative, because of the variation in the stress propagation for different areas 
in the chassis.  
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SAMMANFATTNING 

 
Denna rapport beskriver examensarbetet “Viktoptimering av ett kompositchassi 
till en multimodal lättviktsfarkost”, vilket är en del i masterutbildningen Marina 
System och en del av ett forskningsprojekt som bedrivs på Marina Systems 
avdelning, KTH. 
 
Krav på energieffektiva och smarta transportlösningar ökar ständigt. I 
Stockholmsområdet förväntas befolkningsmängden öka med 25% och antalet 
vägfordon med 80% till 2030, vilket gör vägnätet högt belastat. Att kunna 
använda en multimodalt lättviktsfarkost, som utnyttjar både land- och- 
vattenvägar, är en möjlighet att ta itu med problemet. Vad gäller 
energiförbrukning anses strukturvikten utgöra 30% av den totala 
energikonsumtionen för bilar, varför en viktoptimerad struktur är att föredra 
när en energieffektiv farkost ska designas. 
 
Arbetets första del består av en lastanalys. Där ingår ett generalarrangemang 
som beskriver de olika transportmoderna med tillhörande marschfarter, 
huvuddimensioner samt massfördelningar. Baserat på denna information har 
olika kritiska lastfall som kan drabba sturkturen under drift utarbetats. 
 
Den andra delen av arbetet beskriver av en FEM-baserad viktoptimering av 
chassit. Ett strukturarrangemang har definierats, vilket är ett enkelskalskoncept 
gjord i ett quasiisotropt kolfiber/vinylester-laminat. Bivillkoren för 
optimeringen är brottsgränsen för materialet och design-variabel är 
skaltjockleken. Chassit optimeras mot de definierade lastfallen. När 
optimeringarna är genomförda definieras en slutgiltig design som klarar santliga 
lastfall. 
 
Resultatet ger ett chassi med en strukturvikt på 44,7 kg där de tuffaste lasterna 
uppkommer i botten- och mitten-regionen. Enligt denna analys verkar ett 
quasiisotropt laminat vara det mest lämpade materialvalet, detta p.g.a. att 
spänningsriktningarna varierar kraftigt över olika ytor i chassit. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 
In the 21th century demands and expectations on cars and vehicles in general, is 
significantly increased, compared to when the automobile first saw the daylight, 
a century ago. Parameters as environmental effects along with increasing oil 
prices have continuously been pushing the development of vehicles forward. It is 
today commonly considered that the use of road vehicles has a major impact on 
the environmental pollution and the greenhouse effect (Fuglestvedt, Berntsen, 
Myhre, Rypdal, & Bieltvedt Skeie, 2007) and their number is continuously 
increasing. By the year 2000 the number of vehicles in the world was estimated 
to about 700 million and by the year 2025 this number is expected to be 
increased to 1.4 billion (Trafikanalys, 2011). This trend combined with the 
uncertainty regarding how long the oil production will be able to increase (World 

energy outlook, 2012) is for sure also a driving force for further development of 
new innovative transport solutions. 
 
Besides the fact that there are political and economic drivers towards more 
energy effective transport solutions, a traffic system that utilizes new routes in 
order to ease the traffic situation for critical regions is also desired. For instance 
according to (Trafikanalys, 2011) only in the Stockholm region, the citizens are 
expected to increase with 25% and the road vehicles with 80% until 2030, 
putting higher demands on the transport solutions as well as the infrastructure. 
According to (Trafikanalys, 2011) it is also possible that water born traffic for 
commuting would ease the traffic situation on the roads and hence shorten the 
traveling time. 
 
These challenges combined with available technologies, open up possibilities for 
introducing new kinds of small energy efficient lightweight vehicles. When 
designing an energy efficient vehicle, there are several important aspects to 
consider such as powerline, resistance and structural weight. During the years, 
the use of lighter and stronger materials has continuously been increasing in 
order to reduce the structural mass and improve the efficiency of cars. According 
to (Cantor, Grant, & Johnston, 2008) one can consider the vehicle weight to 
account for 30% of the total energy consumption, why it is important to find a 
weight optimized structure in order to reach high energy efficiency. Since the 
early 1970s until the year 2000, the total weight proportion of iron and steel 
used for conventional passenger cars has been decreasing with approximately 
10% in favor for primarily aluminum and plastics. Also the use fiber reinforced 
plastics (FRP) are expected to be increased in the future, since their high 
mechanical properties per unit mass allows for low structural mass. In fields of 
high performance applications such as in motorsports, FRP is commonly used for 
various loadbearing structures. However the use of FRP is today limited for 
passenger cars, due to mainly manufacturing costs (Cantor, Grant, & Johnston, 

2008).    
 
At the Center of Naval Architecture KTH, there is currently an ongoing 
development of a concept vehicle called Newt, which deals with these demands 
and possibilities previously mentioned. The idea is to develop a fully electric 
multimodal lightweight vehicle that uses both land and waterways for personal 
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transportation. In principle Newt operates in 3 different modes which are the 
land mode, the displacement mode and the flying mode, all schematically 
illustrated in Figure 1.  
 
In the land mode, the vehicle travels on two wheels similar to a motorbike but 
encapsulated with a cockpit, that provides safety and shelter. It is also equipped 
with an active stabilization system consisting of gyroscopes, which helps to keep 
the vehicle in an upright position at low speeds, making the act of operating 
Newt similar to operating a small car. From the land mode the vehicle is able to 
go off the road and into the displacement mode.  The propulsion is done by two 
pod propellers on the aft hydrofoil, which is folded inside the body. When it 
reaches a sufficient distance from land Newt can go on to the flying mode. In this 
mode the foils are folded out and the speed is increased until Newt lifts from the 
water and travels only on the submerged foils. This concept will provide a 
solution for personal transportation which gives a convenient and energy 
efficient travel, able to combine both land and waterways in order to utilize the 
most effective traveling routes. The fact that the concept has a cockpit for the 
driver and passenger makes it possible the increase the safety significantly 
compared to a conventional motorbike, a feature that might appeal people that 
consider it too risky riding a motorbike.  
 
Since a concept vehicle like this is quite unique in terms of both shape and 
function, the structural design is also likely to be different compared to other 
more conventional vehicles. The fact that this narrow branch of vehicles is not jet 
existing in terms of a commercial industry, makes the available material on how 
to create the structural design limited. Although some work on structural 
analyses can be found, they are still quite model specific, which means that more 
work can be done considering vehicles with different functionality and geometry.     
 
  

Figure 1: Illustration of the different modes of transportation. From left we have the flying mode, the 
displacement mode and the land mode, respectively.  

Flying mode 

Displacement mode 

Land mode 
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2 SCOPE 

 
When performing a structural analysis of an unconventional vehicle like Newt, 
one has to first consider its specific functions and geometry, in order to be able 
to conclude what loads that will occur on the structure. As a second step, these 
loads in question need to be subjected to this again, specific structural 
arrangement.  This means that it is hard to find existing work that addresses a 
concept similar enough, so that the results can be used for the structural design 
of a vehicle like Newt. 
 
The goal for this project is to carry out a structural analysis that links the 
function and characteristics to a weight optimized composite chassis for a 
multimodal lightweight vehicle. The work is here subjected specifically to Newt. 
Since this vehicle is in an early phase of its development, the chassis will be 
optimized against its global strength and the material concept used will be a 
quasi-isotropic single skin laminate. The design variable for this optimization 
will be the surface thickness of the laminate. Based on the result from this work, 
the analysis can be expanded to cover other material concepts as well as other 
design constraints and design variables for the design.     
 
The purpose and vision is to contribute with useful information regarding the 
global structural design for this and similar vehicles. The results and methods 
presented here will hopefully serve as a tool for further development in this 
project and its field.  The report is in principle divided into two main parts, 
namely one part containing the load analysis and one part containing the weight 
optimization. The structure of the work is summarized below: 
 
Load analysis 
 Definition of the modes of transportation and the general arrangement (GA) 
 Definition of critical load scenarios and calculation of the resulting forces 

acting on the chassis 
 
Weight optimization 
 Creating a model of a preliminary global structural arrangement (SA) of the 

chassis 
 Performing a FEM-based optimization routine for minimizing the structural 

mass of the SA with respect to global strength 
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3 LITERATURE STUDY 

3.1 Small efficient car concepts 

In recent years several new road vehicle concepts have been developed with the 
purpose of being small energy efficient solutions, but provide more comfort and 
safety than a conventional motorbike. Below follows a summary of some 
different examples on vehicle that can fall under this category.   
 
Litmotors: C-1 
This vehicle is fully electric battery driven and operates on two wheels. Unlike an 
ordinary motorbike, the C-1 is equipped with a cockpit, providing safety belts, 
airbags as well as shelter for the drivers. An interesting feature with this concept 
is that it is automatically balanced with the help of gyroscopes. This means that 
the driver and passenger do not need to bother about keeping the vehicle in 
upright position themselves and the sensation is more like driving an ordinary 
car (Tribune Newspapers, 2012). 
 
Renault: Twizy 
This model is a fully electric battery driven vehicle, it has four wheels and is 
classified as a quadricycle. With a top speed of 80 kph, it is most suitable for 
urban environments (Renault). Twizy had the highest market share in Europe of 
sold electrical cars in the year 2013 (Renault Sales). 
 
Toyota: i-road 
This model is as the others also a fully electrical driven concept. i-Road uses a 3-
wheeled solution, where an automatic control system adjusts the height of each 
of the two front wheels, making the vehicle lean in the curves and hence provide 
stability  (Toyota).  
 
Vehiconomics: Smite 
This is a fully electric lightweight vehicle that was started as a research project at 
the Department of Aeronautical and Vehicle Engineering at KTH. The concept is a 
two seated 3-wheeled model with a top speed of 90 kph. The chassis is designed 
in a FRP concept that gives good mechanical properties and yet a light design, 
providing both safety and energy efficiency. 
 
As it seems today there is no particular solution that is dominating this category 
of vehicles. As shown above, several different solutions exist, where differences 
in geometry and number of wheels occur. Properties that however are in 
common is the significantly reduced shape and weight, as well as the powerline 
that is fully electric; features which all have a significant importance when 
reducing the energy consumption (SEVS). A problem when designing small and 
light structures is the safety aspect in terms of crashworthiness. A possible 
solution to this is to put effort into making a high quality chassis, where high 
stiffness and strength is necessary. In order to achieve this it might be 
appropriate to use a composite design, similar to what is used for the safety 
structure in a Formula-1 car (Kazemahvazi, 2009). This means that a well-
designed FRP concept may give a low structural mass and in the same time 
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improve the safety. A summary of the main characteristics for the road vehicles 
presented here is shown in Table 1. 
 

 
Figure 2: Litmotors, C-1 

 

Figure 3: Renault, Twizy 

 

 
Figure 4: Toyota, i-Road 

 

 
Figure 5: Vehiconomics, Smite 

 

Table 1: Data of characteristics from 3 different lightweight vehicle concepts; Litmotors C-1, Renault Twizy 
and Toyota i-Road according to (Litmotors), (Renault), (Ross), and (Kazemahvazi) respectively. 

 Litmotors, C-
1  

Renault, 
Twizy  

Toyota, i-
Road  

Vehiconomics, 
Smite 

Characteristic Value  Value Value  Value 

Power supply Battery Battery Battery Battery/combustion 
engine 

Top speed: 160 [kph] 80 [kph] 45 [kph] 45/90 [kph] 

Acceleration: 0-100 kph in 
6 sec. 

Unknown Unknown Unknown 

Range: 320 [km] 100 [km] 50 [km]  

Curb weight: 360 [kg] 450 [kg] 300 [kg] 180 [kg] 

Length: 2.8 [m] 2.34 [m] 2.35 [m] 2.8 [m] 

Width: 1.0 [m] 1.24 [m] 0.85 [m] 1.3 

Height: 1.4 [m] 1.45 [m]  1.45 [m]  1.3 

No. of wheels: 2 4 3 3 

Balancing 
system: 

2 gyroscopes None  None None 

Power: 8 [kW] 13 [kW] 4 [kW] Unknown 
.  
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3.2 Small vessel concepts 

When it comes to small lightweight waterborne vehicles, not the same 
development can be seen as for the road vehicles. The reason for this can 
obviously be related to the extensive use of road vehicles worldwide. However 
different kinds of solutions for energy efficient vessels have been developed 
through the years. Especially in fields of competition, like for instance sailing, 
good performance combining low resistance and light design is of course a key to 
success. 
 
A technique that is used for this reason and that allows a good speed-resistance 
ratio when traveling in high speeds is the use of hydrofoils. In brief, a hydrofoil is 
a wing that flies through the water. It is connected to the hull via a strut, and with 
sufficient speed it might lift the entire hull out of the water, see (Vellinga, 2009). 
Experiments and concepts using this technique have been performed by several 
persons and are implemented on concept such as the human powered boat 
Hydro-ped and in the jet driven Yamaha OU32 (Horiuchi, 2006). Both of these 
concepts can be seen in Figure 6 and Figure 7. A popular type of vessels for 
recreation purposes are small marine jets. They first appeared on the market in 
1960’s with the model named Sea-Doo, from the company Bombardier. 
Important features for these vessels are that they are relatively easy to handle 
thanks to their limited weight and size, as well as a good speed and 
maneuverability properties. Different variations of this concept do exist, such as 
for instance the Surf Jet, which is basically a surfboard that is powered by an 
engine (Horiuchi, 2006). 
 

 
Figure 6: Human powered Hydro-ped 
 

 
Figure 7 The Yamaha OU32 

 
Figure 8: A small marine jet in action 
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3.3 Structural optimization and energy savings 

There is a clear importance of having a vehicle with low mass in order to make it 
energy efficient, according to (Cantor, Grant, & Johnston, 2008), the vehicle weight 
accounts for about 30% of the energy consumption for cars. Looking at studies of 
future lightweight vehicle concepts, performed by (SEVS), it is possible to 
achieve a total energy reduction of 15-20% by designing light vehicles. An 
important aspect of having a light structure is the positive secondary effects that 
influence the total mass: For instance, a lighter structure allows the suspension 
to be made smaller, the brakes do not need to be as powerful, a smaller engine 
can be used etc. This means that the total weight of the vehicle consequently can 
be even further reduced.  
 
As mentioned previously, the use of more advanced materials in conventional 
cars have been continuously increased over the years. Apart from high quality 
steels and metal alloys, different kinds of FRP concept allows for a weight 
effective design due to the ability of creating materials with tailor-made 
mechanical properties. However the increased freedom that comes with 
composite materials means that the choice of design might be a more complex 
matter than otherwise. Apart from different combinations of matrix and fiber 
types, also the most adequate layup sequence is desired. On top of this the 
structural concept can be chosen as a sandwich design, a single skin design or a 
combination of them both (Zenkert, 2005). One can realize that it takes both 
experience and careful analyses in order to reach a sufficient SA and that the 
weight savings do not come automatically. 
 
In order to find a sufficient SA out of several possible designs, it is suitable to 
perform a structural optimization. An optimization can basically be done in two 
ways. One way is by having an iterative-intuitive process where the optimization 
process is based on suggested designs which are evaluated against the 
requirements; another way is by formulating the design objective, constraints 
and design variables into a mathematical optimization problem and solve it. (W. 
Christensen & Klarbring, 2009). The advantage of a mathematical optimization is 
that the design iteration can be done very systematically and performed by 
computers, using for instance the FEM. A downside is that it can be hard to 
include all the requirements of the design and formulate them mathematically. 
Previously mentioned Smite was subjected to a mathematical optimization in the 
design phase of its chassis structure (Almerdahl, 2008) in order to achieve an 
optimal solution for low weight and manufacturing costs (i.e. multi-objective 
optimization). The chassis structure was modeled and optimized as a FEM model 
and the resulting design became about five times stiffer and with almost the 
same weight as the original design. 
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4 GENERAL ARRANGEMENT 

4.1 Operational profiles 

In order to be able to define what loads that are acting on the vehicle during 
operation, one must first define the general arrangement (GA) of the same. When 
the GA is defined for all the modes of transportation; speeds, weight distributions 
and possible scenarios for high acceleration can be concluded, from which 
external forces on the vehicle can be calculated. As illustrated in Figure 1, Newt 
operates in three different modes, whose operational profiles will be defined 
below. If nothing else is stated, the position and motion of the vehicle and its 
components are defined through a right-handed body fixed Cartesian coordinate 
system. The translative degrees of freedom are surge, sway and heave, which are 
in the direction of the X, Y and Z axis respectively. The rotational degrees of 
freedom are: roll, pitch and yaw, which are around X, Y and Z-axis respectively. 
The origin of the coordinate system and the definition of the axes can be seen in 
Figure 9. 
 
Land mode: 
This is the configuration of the vehicle when operating on land. It travels on two 
wheels similar to a motorbike but is also equipped with a superstructure that 
provides safety and shelter. At low speeds the vehicle is kept balanced by auto 
controlled gyroscopes, which keeps it upright even when affected by external 
forces. This concept gives an energy efficient solution, with a relatively low 
rolling and air resistance, where the impression is more similar to driving a car 
than for an ordinary motorcycle. The superstructure may provide both comfort 
and security for the passengers, with installed safety belts and airbags.  The main 
characteristics for the land mode is summarized in Table 2 and illustrated in 
Figure 9. 
 
Displacement mode: 
This is the transient mode when switching from land mode, until entering the 
flying mode, see Figure 10 for an illustration. At this stage it is propelled by the 
propellers on the aft hydrofoil, which is folded inside the body. At the same time, 
the wheels are folded inside the body. At a certain point, when an appropriate 
depth is reached, the hydrofoils are folded out fully and an increased power is 
generated to the propellers, until the vehicle has entered a fully flying mode. The 
angle of attack for the hydrofoils is adjusted in order to achieve the flying mode 
as easy as possible. The main characteristics for the displacement mode are 
shown in Table 3. 
 
Flying mode: 
The vehicle is now fully lifted out from the water, traveling only on the front and 
aft hydrofoils. This mode is called the flying mode which refers to the fact that the 
vehicle is actually flying on the foils in the water. The main characteristics for 
this mode are presented in Table 4 and the mode is graphically illustrated in 
Figure 11. The resistance from the water can now be significantly reduced 
compared to the displacement mode, while a great increase in speed is possible. 
In this mode when the speed is relatively high, the procedure of balancing Newt 
is done by utilizing the inertia of the vehicle, in the same way as for the land 
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mode, namely by leaning when turning. The sequence goes backwards when the 
vehicle goes from the water back to the road; i.e. from flying mode down to 
displacement mode and then back to land mode again. 
 

 
Figure 9: Illustration of the general arrangement in the land mode 

 
 

 
Figure 10: Illustration of the general arrangement in the displacement mode 

 

 
Figure 11 Illustration of the general arrangement in the flying mode 
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Table 2: Main characteristics for the land mode 

Profile Land mode 
Speed 70 [km/h] 
Power requirement 2.5 [kW] 
Range 170 [km] 
Length bottom plate, LBP 2.3 [m] 
Length over all, LOA 3.3 [m] 
Height Land mode, HLM 1.45 [m] 
Distance from rear wheel to the 
origin of the X-Y-Z coordinate 
system, δ 

0.2 [m] 

 
 

Table 3: Main characteristics for the displacement mode  

Profile Displacement mode 
Speed  0 – flying speed 
Length body, Lbody 2.5 [m] 
Height body, Hbody 1.2 [m] 

 
 

Table 4: Main characteristics of the flying mode 

Profile Flying mode 
Speed  20 [knots] 
Power requirement  4 [kW] 
Power installed  6.5 [kW] 
Range 35 [km] 
Length struts, Lstrut 1.2 [m] 

 

4.2 Mass distribution 

For the purpose of a structural analysis, it is of interest to know how the loads 
are distributed in the structure. Here, this is done by identifying the weight and 
location of heavy components and assuming the remaining mass of the vehicle as 
evenly distributed along its total length. Since the configuration of Newt changes 
according to what mode it is operating in, this identification has to be done 
separately for each of the two modes: land mode and flying mode. The 
displacement mode is currently left out of the analysis, since it is just a transition 
phase between the land mode and the flying mode that is not assumed to involve 
any significant acceleration. The total weight of the vehicle and the specific 
weight of the heavy components can be seen in Table 5. For the weight analysis, 
the masses of the drivers, engines, gyroscope and batteries are taken into 
account. This assumption is based on both their relatively large masses and 
densities.  The magnitude of the masses can be seen in Table 5 and their 
longitudinal position for the land and flying mode in Table 6 and Table 7 
respectively. Also Figure 12 and Figure 13 serve as schematic illustrations of the 
weight distributions. 
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With the characteristics of the components according to this information, the 
global center of gravity (CG) can be defined through the coordinates: LCG, TCG 
and KG, corresponding to the X-, Y- and Z direction. This can be written as: 
 

  ̅̅ ̅̅  (        ) 
 
Starting with the TCG, there is no reason for not letting TCG be equal to zero, 
since the vehicle is supposed to be symmetric in the Z-X plane. This would 
otherwise cause a constant roll moment around the X-axis. By utilizing the 
assumed position of the heavy components for the land- and- flying mode, the 
LCG can be defined accordingly. Finally the KG can be determined in the same 
manner as the LCG. At this point the vertical location of the components is only 
approximately assumed. Finally, this yields an approximate position of CG 
according to Table 8. 
 
 

 
Figure 12 Idealized weights of components and drivers in land mode 

 

 
Figure 13: Idealized weights of components and drivers in flying mode 
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Table 5: Total mass of Newt and heavy components 

Masses of Newt Mass [kg] Quantity 

Total mass, MTot 280  - 

Curb weight 130  - 

Loading cap. 150  - 

Batteries 35 (tot)  2 

Gyroscopes 20  (tot) 2 

Front engine 7.5   1 

Aft engine 7.5   1 

Hydro engine port 7.5   1 

Hydro engine 
starboard 

7.5   1 

Pilot 75  1 

Co-Pilot 75  1 

Distributed mass 45  - 

 
 

Table 6: Longitudinal distribution of masses in land mode 

Component Mass [kg] Abbreviation 
Longitudinal 
position 
[mm] 

Aft engine 7.5   MEaft 449  

Gyroscopes 20 (tot) MG 775 

Co-pilot 75  MCO 1448 

Pilot 75  MP 1848 

Batteries 35 (tot)  MB 1848 

Hydro engines 
(port and 
starboard) 

15 (tot)  MEhyd 1848 

Front engine 7.5  MEfront 3247 
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Table 7: Longitudinal distribution of masses in flying mode 

Component Mass [kg] Abbreviation 
Longitudinal 
position 
[mm] 

Aft engine 7.5   MEaft 648  

Hydro engines 
(port and 
starboard) 

15 (tot)  MEhyd 698 

Gyroscopes 20 (tot) MG 775 

Co-pilot 75  MCO 1448 

Pilot 75 [kg] MP 1848 

Batteries 35 (tot)  MB 1848 

Front engine 7.5  MEfront 2998 

 
 

Table 8: Center of gravity for land mode and flying mode 

Mode LCG [mm] TCG [mm] KG [mm] 
Land mode 1629 0 581 
Flying mode 1554 0 555 

. 
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5 LOAD CONDITIONS 

 

5.1 Limitations 
When doing a structural analysis, representative and realistic load conditions 
need to be considered. Especially since the number of different possible load 
situations that might occur for a vehicle in operation is almost unlimited. These 
conditions are decided upon based on what kind of analysis that is to be done. 
Since the purpose of this thesis is to perform a structural analysis against the 
global strength, specific load conditions that could be critical in terms of local 
loads are not considered here. Instead the aim is to find load scenarios that 
utilize the structure in a global sense, such as global bending and twisting.  
 
Since the use of Newt is multimodal, all modes of transportation need to be 
considered when deciding what loads that should be used as design loads, but as 
mentioned previously, the displacement mode is not included in this work. This is 
because of the accelerations are assumed to be low, due to low operational 
speeds.  
 

5.2 Load scenarios land mode 
Static bending case:  
When it comes to the land mode, the global bending of the structure is an 
important aspect when designing the chassis as whole (Happian-Smith, 

Robertson, & Hall, 2002). The structure experiences vertical loads in the Z-X plane 
which generates bending moments around the Y-axis. The load varies over the 
length of the chassis because of the weight of the structure and its components. 
For this purpose, the masses and the components presented in Figure 12 and 
Table 6 have been assumed. The chassis is then modelled as a beam that is 
simply supported at the wheel hubs. This model can be seen in Figure 14 where 
the mass distribution is represented by forces, assuming the components as 
point loads and the rest of the masses as an evenly distributed load along the 
length of the structure, such as: 
 
         (1) 
 
and 
 
 

      (     ∑  

 

 

)     

(2) 

 
Where Ni is the point load from component i with the mass Mi according to Table 
6. NDist is the evenly distributed load which represents the rest of the weight that 
is not from the the components, such as the weight of the chassis and its interior. 
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By considering vertical force equilibrium one can first find the reaction forces at 
the wheel hubs, GFront and GAft. When the reaction forces are known the beam is 
conceptually sliced between every applied point load, i.e. between the points L0-
L1, L1-L2, L2-L3, and L3-L4. By assuming force and moment equilibrium between 
the applied loads shown in Figure 14 which are according equation (1) and (2), 
and the internal forces in the beam, one can see how the internal shear force and 
bending moment varies along the length of the chassis. This result is presented 
in Figure 15 and Figure 16 and shows that the global bending moment in the 
chassis is largest towards the middle of the structure, whereas the shear force 
has the largest magnitude at the wheel hubs. 
 

 
Figure 14: An illustration of how the chassis is modeled as a simply supported beam, for the land mode 
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Figure 15: Global static bending moment diagram 
along the length of the chassis, land mode. 

 

 
Figure 16: Global static shear force diagram along the 
length of the chassis, land mode. 

 
 
Dynamic loads 
Especially the dynamic loads that are occurring as the vehicle is in motion needs 
to be considered. Since these kinds of loads are very hard to quantify, one can 
instead use dynamic load factors, which are based on statistics from the car 
industry. The dynamic load factor is then multiplied with the corresponding 
static load in order to get an approximate value of a certain dynamic load 
condition. Typical values for different load conditions are according to (Happian-

Smith, Robertson, & Hall, 2002) which can be seen in Table 9. The dynamic load 
conditions that is taken into account here is the front/rear pothole bump and the 
front/rear lateral kerb strike. The reason for this is because front/rear pothole 
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bump gives the most critical loads in terms of longitudinal bending (around the 
Y-axis), while the front/rear lateral kerb strike gives a transversal bending load 
(around the Z-axis) as well as longitudinal twisting moment around the X-axis. 
Using these two load scenarios for both the front and rear wheel individually will 
provide design requirements in both the X-Y and Z-X plane. A third scenario is 
also decided to be used in the analysis, which is the one of a combined pot hole 
and kerb strike. This load condition can be related to the vehicle sliding into a pot 
hole, due to for instance low traction between the tires and the road. This load 
case could be valuable from a design point of view, since both a bending load 
around Y-axis and the Z-axis will be present in the same time. As a result from 
this, possible coupling effects might be shown, which probably put greater 
demands on the structure. 
 
Relating Table 9 with Figure 17 and Figure 18 gives that we for example have the 
following force situation for the load case of a rear wheel lateral kerb strike: The 
transversal forces are       and            , the vertical forces are 

           and          and the longitudinal forces are       and 

     . In the notifications the first index F and R, means the force on the front 
and rear wheel respectively.  
 
Table 9: Dynamic load factors according to (Happian-Smith, Robertson, & Hall, 2002) 

 
 

 
Figure 17: Lateral kerb strike 

 

 
Figure 18: front/rear pot hole bump 
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5.3 Load scenarios flying mode 
Static bending case 
In the same way as for the static bending moment for the land mode, the same 
procedure can be applied for the flying mode. This time the structure is modelled 
as a beam, which is simply supported at the connection of the two struts. Also 
the load distribution changes because of new locations for some of the heavy 
components see Figure 13 and Table 7. The results are presented in Figure 19 
and Figure 20. 
 

 
Figure 19 Global static bending moment diagram 
along the length of the chassis, flying mode. 

 

 
Figure 20 Global static shear force diagram along 
the length of the chassis, flying mode 
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Dynamic loads 
The dynamic loads that occur when the vehicle is flying on the foils are normally 
not as extreme as the loads occurring when going on the road. This is because of 
the foils being fully submerged, and hence not affected by the waves on the 
water surface.  This means that the loads occurring during operation are more or 
less constant and can approximately be considered static.   
 
Interesting load scenarios that could occur in the flying mode do however exist. 
One is for instance the scenario when the strut or foil collides with an object 
beneath the water surface (e.g. a grounding accident). Assuming that the 
strength of the strut is good enough, would imply a situation where the inertia 
force due to the velocity of the vehicle, will create a pitching moment around the 
contact point A. This inertia force is equal to the contact force FA in Figure 21. 
According to the illustration, the moment equilibrium around point A would be: 
 
 
   (         )         (3) 
 
Equation (3) gives a simplified condition for the force FA required to flip the 
vehicle forward. In reality the magnitude of FA is likely to be larger than what is 
obtained by this condition, since the rotational inertia due to the angular 
acceleration of the vehicle is neglected. FA could be considered as the lower limit 
for an acceptable collision force without risking the vehicle to flip. A safe design 
could be to make the strut fold around point B if FA exceeds this magnitude. 
Hence the chassis must at least withstand this force combined with the related 
bending moment around point B. 
 

 
Figure 21: Simplified model of a grounding situation  
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5.4 Wheel suspension 

In order to be able to know what forces and moments that are actually acting on 
the chassis, the wheel suspension needs to be modeled both the X-Y and Z-X 
plane. Assuming that the suspension is in force and moment equilibrium when 
the external forces act on the structure, will give the loads acting on the chassis. 
The suspension for both the front and rear wheel is assumed as a system of 
connected rods and a damper. One side is connected to the wheel hub and the 
other side to two connection points, A1 and A2 in the chassis. See Figure 22. 
Considering the path including the damper as a regular rod element, makes the 
suspension representable as a four-bar truss, according to Figure 23. 
 
 

 
Figure 22: A schematic illustration of the wheel suspension. 

 
 

 
Figure 23: Load situation for the wheel suspension (example of the front wheel). 
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In Figure 23 RFX and RFY are the same forces as from the contact point between 
the road and tire, here acting in the wheel hub, the notation of the indices for the 
forces in Figure 23 refer to the front wheel, but the situation is the same for the 
rear wheel. The geometry of the suspension is based on the location of the 
attachment points and the location of the wheel hub relative to the attachment 
points, and is defined in Table 10. The magnitude of the forces in the four-bar 
truss is then completely defined by the applied forces RFX and RFY together with 
the angles φ and θ. The resulting forces on the nodes at the attachment points 
due to longitudinal and vertical wheel loads can then be written as: 
 
       (           ) (4) 
 
       (           ) (5) 
 
       (           ) (6) 
 
Where (4), (5) and (6) are parameterized functions of both the geometry and the 
applied load. Finally, the forces applied to the chassis attachment points are then 
simply the opposite of the nodal forces. Note that in this model, only the forces 
that are acting in the contact point between the wheel and the road have been 
assumed to act at the wheel hub. In reality there will also be a bending moment 
acting at the hub due the force RFX and the wheel radius. This contribution is 
however neglected because of the uncertainty of its magnitude and the fact that 
the load is acting in the same plane as the loads from the forces at the road-
wheel contact (it does not increase the load complexity).  
 
When the vehicle is subjected to the load case lateral kerb strike, transversal 
forces are transferred trough the suspension into the chassis. A simplified model 
of the suspension seen from above is illustrated in Figure 24. The attachment 
points A1 and A2 are here approximated to be located at the same longitudinal 
position. The suspension is also assumed to be able to carry transversal loads, 
unlike the four-bar truss model in Figure 23. This means that the attachment 
points, AR and point AL, both are able to carry moments. According to these 
assumptions, the load situation in the suspension when a lateral kerb strike 
occurs is modeled as in Figure 25.  
 
In Figure 25,      and       are the transversal reaction forces at point AR and AL 
respectively, while      and     are the longitudinal reaction forces at point AR 
and AL respectively. RT is the contact force between the kerb and the wheel and 
TL is the longitudinal torque around the global X-axis due to RT. 
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Figure 24: Illustration of suspension in the X-Y 
plane 

 
 

 
Figure 25: Load situation for the wheel 
suspension in the X-Y plane (example of the front 
wheel). 

 
Table 10: Dimensions of the suspension 

D 498 [mm] 
e 130 [mm] 

L 390 [mm] 
H 300 [mm] 

B 675 [mm] 

 
 
Considering the symmetry yields that: 
 
                 (7) 

 
                  (8) 
 
considering transversal equilibrium yields that: 
 
        

  
 ⁄  (9) 

And moment equilibrium yields that: 
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(10) 

 
Unlike the load case of a pot hole strike, the moment contribution from the 
transversal force RTrans relatively the wheel hub, is now taken into account. The 
reason for this is because this moment contribution adds an extra load mode to 
the structure, namely torsion around the X-axis, which enlarges the load on the 
chassis. The torque is calculated according to: 
 
 

   
        

 
 

(11) 

 

5.5 Summary for loads cases 
It is clear that the dynamic situation in the land mode is more critical for the 
structure than the dynamic situation in the flying mode. In land mode, large 
accelerations may occur due to for instance impacts with kerbs and holes in the 
road, while the dynamic loads in the flying mode are smoother and may in 
principle be considered as static. To include the flying mode in the analysis, a 
grounding situation is investigated, where the tip of the front foil collides with a 
rigid body. A summary of all load cases used in this analysis is presented in Table 
11. 
 
 

  
Figure 26 Attachment points at the front (The attachment points in the aft look the same) 
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Table 11: Total force applied to each attachment point for every load condition (the total force at each 
attachment point is obtained by superposition of each force component from the Z-X and X-Y plane 
respectively). 

Attachment 
points 

1) 
 
Pot hole 
strike, 
rear 
wheel  
 

2) 
 
Pot hole 
strike, 
front 
wheel  
 
 

3) 
 
Kerb 
strike, 
rear 
wheel 
 

4) 
 
Kerb 
strike, 
front 
wheel 
 

5) 
 
Foil 
grounding 
 

6) 
 
Combined 
kerb and 
pot hole 
strike, 
rear 
wheel 
 

Force X-dir. 
Front 
attachments 
[A1L, A1R,  
A2L, A2R] [N] 

[-1293, 
-1293,   
+1293,  
+1293] 

[-5172, 
-5172,     
+3386, 
+3386] 

[-1293, 
-1293,  
+1293,  
+1293] 

[+83, 
-2669, 
+2669, 

-83] 

[+5115, 
+5115, 
-5115, 
-5115] 

[-1293, 
-1293,  
+1293,  
+1293] 

Force Y-dir. 
Front 
attachments 
[A1L, A1R, 
 A2L, A2R] [N] 

[0,0,0,0] [0,0,0,0] [0,0,0,0] 

[+1932, 
+1932, 
-4312, 
-4312] 

[0,0,0,0] [0,0,0,0] 

Force Z-dir. 
Front 
attachments 
[A2L, A2L] [N] 

[+596, 
+596] 

[2382, 
2382] 

[+595, 
+595] 

[+596,   
+596] 

[0,0] 
[+596, 
+596] 

Force X-dir. 
Rear 
attachments 
[A1L, A1R, 
 A2L, A2R]   
[N] 

[+6759,  
+6759, 
-9093, 
-9093] 

[+1690, 
+1690, 
-1690 
-1690] 

[-108, 
+3488, 
-3488, 
+108] 

[+1690, 
+1690, 
-1690, 
-1690] 

[0,0,0,0] 

[+4961, 
+8557, 
-10891, 
-7295] 

Force Y-dir. 
rear 
attachments 
[A1L, A1R, 
 A2L, A2R] [N] 

[0,0,0,0] [0,0,0,0] 

[+3141, 
+3141, 
-6253, 
-6253] 

[0,0,0,0] [0,0,0,0] 

[+3141, 
+3141 
-6253, 
-6253] 

Force Z-dir. 
rear 
attachments 
[A2L, A2L] [N] 

[+3112, 
+3112] 

[+778, 
+778] 

[+778, 
+778] 

[+778, 
+778] 

[0,0] 
[+3112, 
+3112] 

Force X-dir. 
strut-
attachment 
points1 

- - - - 
-1620 

[N] (each 
side) 

- 

  

                                                        
1 A constructed point that is located in the front, in between the points A1L and A2L on the left 
side, and A1R and A2R on the right side. It exists only for the foil collision model and its purpose is 
to take the longitudinal force from the collision. 
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6 COMPOSITE THEORY 

6.1 Derivation of elastic moduli  

In order to be able to predict the mechanical properties of a composite laminate, 
some basic theory about the subject is needed. The following section addresses 
the theory in brief and is covered to a greater extent in the literature e.g. 
(Zenkert & Battley, 2003). 
  
A lamina is defined as a thin orthotropic layer of a composite material. The 
laminate consists of several laminae, stacked on top of each other. According to 
Hooke’s law, the stresses and strains for such a layer can be written as: 
 
         

 
(12) 

 
Where the local stress vector for the lamina can be written as: 
 
 

   [

  
  
   
], 

 

(13) 

 
and the local strain vector as: 
 
 

   [

  
  
   
] 

 

(14) 

 
The stiffness matrix of the lamina can be written as: 
 
 

   
 

        
[

        
        

     (        )
], 

(15) 

 

Where E1 and E2 is the Young’s modulus in the 1 and 2 (on axis) direction, 
respectively.     and     is the Poisson’s ratio for the 1- and 2 direction where 
the first index refers to action and the second to reaction i.e.          ⁄ .     is 
the shear modulus in the 1-2 plane. 

Hooke’s law can also be written with respect to the compliance as: 

 
        , (16) 

 

where the compliance matrix of the lamina,    is the inverse of the stiffness 
matrix and written as: 
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   [

   ⁄        

         ⁄  

     (        )
] 

(17) 

 

    and     are related to each other as 

 
    

  
 
   
  

 
(18) 

 

To know the stiffness of the lamina in a global coordinate system X-Y, rotated an 
arbitrary angle θ relative to the local coordinate system 1-2, the stiffness in the 
local coordinate system needs to be transformed accordingly. The global 
stiffness matrix Q is obtained from the relation:  

 
       

  (19) 

 

Where T is the transformation matrix: 

 
 

  [

    ( )     ( )      ( )    ( )

    ( )     ( )     ( )    ( )

   ( )    ( )     ( )    ( )     ( )      ( )

], 

(20) 

 

and    is the transpose of T. 

By taking the inverse of this global stiffness matrix we obtain the global 
compliance matrix S. Since the element S11, S22 and S33 in the local compliance 
matrix corresponded to the inverse of E1, E2 and G12 respectively, We have that 
the same elements in the global compliance matrix corresponds to the inverse of 
the elastic moduli EX, EY and GXY in the global X-Y coordinate system: 

 
       

   (21) 

 
       

   (22) 

 

and 
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   (23) 

 

The assumption that a unidirectional lamina can be treated as transversally 
isotropic material imposes that: 

                         , 

and 

    
  

 (     )
. 

 
 
It is of interest to know the global elastic properties when the laminae are 
stacked on top each other and forms a laminate. This is done similarly as for a 
single lamina, i.e. picking out the right elements from the compliance matrix, 
although this time the elements comes from a homologized compliance matrix. 
The derivation of this matrix will not be shown here and the reader is referred to 
e.g. (Zenkert & Battley, 2003) for more details.     
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7 OPTIMIZATION 

 

7.1 Optimization procedure 

To achieve a weight minimized structure the chassis has been subjected to a 
mathematical optimization procedure. A general formulation of a single objective 
optimization problem can according to (Kaufmann, 2008) look like:  
 
minimize: 
 
  ( ), (24) 
 
subjected to: 
 
  ( )   , (25) 
 
on the interval: 
 
      . (26) 
 
Where F is called the objective function, g is a constraint function that should fulfil 
the inequality condition, a and b are the lower and upper limits of the interval for 
the design variable x.  
 
In this particular case, the structural mass is the objective function and 
corresponds to the sum of the masses for all different surface sections (which are 
defined in 8.2 FE Model), hence the objective function can be described as:  
 
 

  ∑  (  )

 

 

  (27) 

 
where fj is the mass for surface section i, and xi is the corresponding surface 
thickness for that section. The design constraint, which is the stress limit for the 
material and represented by the constraint function, should also be fulfilled for 
every surface section, which yields: 
 
   (  )    (28) 
 
The design variable for each surface section, xi, should also be within the design 
interval, which also yields: 
 
        (29) 
 
From (27) - (29) it is clear that the solution to this optimization problem is 
dependent on the choice of surface sections.  A larger number of sections 
increase the possibility of finding a solution resulting in a lower structural mass, 
but also increases the complexity of the optimization. 
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The method that is used in this work for finding the minimum of the objective 
functions is called NLPQL (Nonlinear Programming by Quadratic Lagrangian), 
which is an iterative gradient-based algorithm. This is a relatively fast algorithm 
but with the disadvantage that it can fall into local solutions. This means that the 
solution is dependent on an appropriate starting point in the design space. It is 
however the only suitable method for this analysis, considering the complexity of 
the model and the available computational power. If one suspects that the 
solution to the optimization problem is of local character, because of for instance 
discontinuities in the convergence curve of the objective function, one can try to 
systematically change the starting point in the design space:  
 
Assume that x is the same starting guess for every surface section and      , 
where a and b are the lower and upper bound for the design interval, 
respectively. If the objective function shows a discontinuous or oscillating 
behavior along the iteration process, one can try to run the iterations again with 
the new starting guesses x = a and x = b. If the final value of the objective function 
is the same after all the iterations, independent of the starting guess, this is 
probably a reliable solution. If on the other hand, the solution turns out to be 
different depending on the starting guess used, further investigations needs to be 
done.  
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8 MODELING 

8.1 Structural arrangement 

At the moment no definite structural arrangement of Newt exists, in terms of 
fully defined geometries and material choices. Previously in the research project 
of Newt, a physical model has been created which demonstrates its functionality. 
This functional model shows a possible solution to e.g. how the wheels and foils 
can be folded inside the body, as well as how the spaces in the model can be used 
in order to fit the main components, the pilot and the co-pilot. Thus using the 
main geometry from the functional model when defining the structural 
arrangement and creating the structural model, gives the structural model 
realistic proportions.  
 
With the help of the already defined geometry in the functional model, a surface 
model is created with the CAD software Solid Edge ST5. The reason for creating a 
surface model is because of a single skin concept is to be analyzed and this type 
of model gives the right element type when imported to the FE software Ansys 
Workbench. As can be seen in Figure 27, the surface model represents a quite 
open and slender concept which may provide good visibility and open spaces for 
the pilot and co-pilot.  
 
 

 
 
  

Functional Model Surface Model 

Figure 27: Illustration of how the structural model is formed from the functional model 
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8.2 FE Model 
Element choice 
The FE analysis is performed in Ansys Workbench 14.5. The surface model created 
in Solid Edge is imported as a .par-file directly into Ansys Workbench. In 
accordance to (Zenkert & Battley, 2003), a laminate is well suited to be 
approximated by thin-plate theory and represented as a shell element in a FEA. 
Since the whole model is a single skin concept, the element type used for the 
simulation is SHELL181. This is a 4-noded shell element, which is appropriate for 
modeling thin to moderately thick shell structures (Ansys, Inc).  
 
Mesh 
The model is meshed according to the settings in Figure 29, where also the 
resulting number of elements for the whole model is presented. The meshed 
model is illustrated in Figure 28. The generated stresses from this model are 
shown to be mesh-dependent, with an approximate uncertainty of 15-20 %. 
However a higher resolution of the mesh generates notch effects, which govern 
the limiting stresses in the optimization routine. A denser mesh also results in a 
longer simulation time. For more details about the mesh analysis, see appendix: 
A 3.1 . 
 
 
 

 
Figure 28: Mesh used for the analysis. 

 
Figure 29: Settings for the mesh 

 
Material and design parameters 
The material used in the analysis is a quasi-isotropic carbon fiber–vinylester 
laminate. Using a quasi-isotropic layup is an appropriate choice in this early 
stage of the design process. Based on the results from the fully quasi-isotropic 
design, a more customized layup may be created for specific surface sections in 
the chassis. A customized layup sequence with appropriate mechanical 
properties can be created based on the theory presented in 6.1 Derivation of 
elastic moduli, and defined as an orthotropic material in Ansys Workbench. A 
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summary of the material data for this quasi-isotropic layup can be seen in Table 
122. 
 

Table 12: Material data 

Material data Value 
Density, ρ 1476 [kg/m3] 
Young’s modulus, EX, EY, EZ 38 [GPa] 
Poisson’s ratio ν 0.3 
Shear modulus, GXY, GYZ, GXZ 14 [GPa] 
Ultimate tensile stress, σu 300 [MPa] 
Fiber fraction, vf 0.6 

 
The design constraint for this optimization routine is the stress limit for the 
material, expressed in maximum principal stress and minimum principal stress. 
The maximum value of the 1st principal stress σ1MAX and the minimum value of 
the 3rd principal stress σ3MIN, gives information about how extreme the stress 
state is in the material. The actual magnitude of the allowable stress is the 
ultimate tensile stress scaled by a safety factor S. The safety factor is the same as 
used when dimensioning hull girders and sandwich panels according to the DNV 
regulations for high speed crafts (DNV, 2008). The influence of wear and tear in 
the application of a high speed crafts is likely to be larger than for the application 
of Newt, why this safety factor is a quite conservative choice. A summary of the 
design parameters can be seen in Table 13. 
 

Table 13: Design parameters and design interval 

Design parameters Value 

Safety factor, S 3 

Tensile stress limit for       +100 [MPa] 

Compression stress limit for       -100 [MPa] 

Design interval for x [     ] [mm] 

 
Loads and boundary conditions 
The boundary conditions for the analysis are chosen to be based on the function 
called Inertia relief. Inertia relief generates an acceleration field that counteracts 
the applied loads and puts the model in a state of force and moment equilibrium. 
The idea is to simulate the chassis as a free body, which is constrained by its own 
inertia. The advantage with this method is that the boundary conditions 
correspond to a real dynamic load situation. An accurate result does however 
require an accurately reassembled mass distribution in the model. In this 
analysis, the model is assigned with point masses that are approximately 
corresponding to the mass distribution of the heavy components presented in 
the GA in section 4.2 Mass distribution. These point masses then need to be 
assigned to appropriate zones in the model, see Figure 30 for an illustration. The 

                                                        
2 The data presented in Table 12 comes from in-house testing results of CFRP laminates at the 
Department of Aeronautical and Vehicle Engineering, KTH.  
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zones should correspond to the real attachment zones for the components, but 
ideally without generating too large local stresses.  
 
The point masses in this model do not possess any rotational inertia, mainly due 
to the uncertainty of how these loads are transferred into the chassis. 
Considering the pilot for example: If the pilot is subjected to e.g. a rolling 
moment from the vehicle, he or she would most likely make contact with a 
surface inside the cockpit, in order to counteract this moment. This means that 
the resulting load in the chassis, due to the rotational inertia of the driver, would 
be distributed in a way that is hard to model accurately.       
.  
The loads are applied to the chassis at the attachment points illustrated in Figure 
26 , for every load case according to Table 11. The attachment points are 
represented by nodal groups, where the load applied to a nodal group is divided 
equally between every node in that group. The size of the nodal groups should be 
large enough so that the local stresses do not get too extreme. However without 
neglecting that the area in reality will be subjected to large stresses.  
 
 

Pilot, co-pilot and gyroscopes 

Batteries 

Hydro engines 

Figure 30: Illustration of the FE model with its heavy components 
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Surface sections  
In order to make the optimization procedure possible to execute, different 
surface elements in the chassis is formed into different surface sections. Each 
surface that has a unique position and direction is here called a surface element. 
An illustration of a surface section with its corresponding surface elements can 
be seen in Figure 31. All surface elements that belong to the same surface section 
will have the same thickness during the optimization. This is necessary because 
of the limitation in computational power available, but it is also a natural thing to 
do since the design would otherwise be too complicated to manufacture. All 
different surface sections are listed below and also illustrated in Table 14.  
 
The decision on what surface sections that are formed is mainly an intuitive 
choice where the function and location of all the different surface elements are 
considered. Thus this choice of surface sections might not be the most sufficient 
in terms of finding a weight optimized structure. The surface sections used for 
this analysis are summarized in Table 14 and a short description for all of them 
follows below every illustration. 
.  
 
 
 
 

 
 

Surface element 

Surface element 

 

Surface section 

Figure 31: Illustrates two surface elements which together form a 
surface section  
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Table 14: Illustration of how the surface sections are divided in the model (marked in gray) 

 
 

a) Surface section S1, constitutes a 
transversal load path between the left 
and right side, in the front of the chassis. 

 
 

b) Surface section S2, constitutes the 
middle aft section of the chassis. 

 
 

c) Surface section S3, constitutes the top 
of the roof structure, going from the 
front to aft part of the chassis. 

 

 
e) Surface section S5, constitutes 
Constitutes of the lips in the lower aft 
section 

 
f) Surface section S6, constitutes the top 
section of the longitudinal girders 

 

d) Surface section S4, constitutes the floor 
board of the chassis 
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g) Surface section S7, constitutes the 
side (towards the middle of the chassis), 
of the longitudinal girders 

 
h) Surface section S8, constitutes Constitutes 
the whole lower side of the chassis, from 
front to aft 

 

 
i) Surface section S9, constitutes the side 
of the roof structure 

 
j) Surface section S10, constitutes a load path 
between the roof and the sides in the aft of 
the chassis 
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Schematic structure of the optimization setup for one load condition 
In order to be able to run a FEA-based optimization one has to define the design 
constraints, design variables and the objective function in the FEM environment, 
After they are defined one can then connect them to form an optimization loop. 
The schematic structure of the optimization loop can be seen in Figure 32. 
 
The Engineering Data block contains information about the material data for the 
laminate used in the analysis. The material data is the same as presented in Table 
12 and assigned to an orthotropic material. The Geometry block contains the 
surface model of the chassis that was created in Solid Edge, which is imported as 
an external file into Ansys Workbench, The Engineering Data and Geometry block 
is then connected to the Static Structural block, where the loads and point 
masses are defined and the optimization parameters declared. The parameters 
declared for the optimization loop are the surface thickness for all the elements, 
the principal stresses and the geometry mass of the model. These parameters are 
then sent to the block Parameter Set, where the surface elements are grouped 
into their corresponding surface sections according to Table 14. The Direct 
Optimization block contains the optimization setup with the selected solution 
algorithm and the design interval for the surface thickness. The Direct 
Optimization block then gets the parameters that comes from the Static 
Structural block and changes the surface thicknesses in order to minimize the 
geometry mass without exceeding the allowed principal stresses. 
 

 
  

Figure 32: Structure of the optimization setup for one load case. 
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8.3 Optimization routine   

 
Summary of the optimization routine 
The number of successfully performed optimizations corresponds to the number 
of load cases presented in Table 11. A summary of the setup for all the 
optimizations done can be seen in Table 15. It is worth to point out that the 
convergence criterion for the NLPQL algorithm as defined in Ansys, is an implicit 
function of the change in geometry mass and is therefore not used here. Instead 
the optimization is interrupted manually when it is considered to have reached 
convergence. This is assumed to occur when the change in geometry mass over 
the 3 last steps is in the order of magnitude of less than 0.1 kg. As can be seen in 
Figure 33, this seems to be a reasonable convergence criterion.  
 
Table 15: Summary of the main input for the optimizations performed 
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Optimization example, optimization no. 4 
For the load scenario 4) Kerb strike, front wheel the geometry mass (structure 
and heavy components) as a function of the iteration steps, can be seen in Figure 
33. It can be seen that the change in geometry mass is very small for the last 3 
iterations, why the iteration is stopped. The initial guess for the iterations was a 
surface thickness of 3 mm for the whole model, which apparently resulted in a 
too weak structure. The corresponding change in thickness for all the surface 
sections can be seen in Figure 37.  
 
While the mass is reduced the design constraints must still be fulfilled. The 
maximum and minimum principal stresses that occur in the model can be seen 
for every iteration step in Figure 34 and Figure 35.  
 
When the iterations are done, the resulting design for the load case is assigned to 
the model and the stresses are inspected in order to see that the result seems 
reasonable, see Figure 36. It can be seen that although this is a global analysis, 
the peak stresses still occur at local stress consentrations. This is still hard to 
work around, simply because the stress intensity is larger for these kinds of 
geometries. An important observation is however that the stresses for other 
regions are in the same order of magnitude, indicating that the structure is 
utilized also in a global sense. The optimized thicknesses for load case 4) are 
presented in Figure 38. When all the optimization results are generated the 
optimized SA for all the load cases can be graphically illustrated by putting the 
graphs for all the separate load cases in the same chart. The final surface 
thicknesses for the chassis will then be governed by the most critical load case 
for every surface section. This will be illustrated in section 9.1 Results. 
 

 
Figure 33: The geometry mass for every iteration step for load case 4). 
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Figure 34: The maximum principal stress in the model for every iteration 

 

 
Figure 35: The minimum principal stress in the model for every iteration 

 
 

  
Figure 36: Resulting stresses for load case 4): minimum principal stresses (left figure) and maximum principal 
stresses (right figure)  
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Figure 37: Change in thicknesses for all surface sections, starting at 3 mm. 
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Figure 38: Section thicknesses for load case 4). 
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9 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

9.1 Results 

Below follows the results from the optimizations presented in Table 15, 
including the resulting minimum thicknesses for all surface sections and the 
corresponding structural mass. An investigation of how the stresses propagate in 
the chassis is also presented, in order to see if a more tailorized fiber layup can 
be used, which may reduce the structural mass further. The idea is to see if the 
stress propagation is the same in a highly stressed surface section, for all the load 
cases. If so, the layup can be changed in that specific surface section by putting 
more fibers in the direction of the stress propagation. 
 
Section thicknesses 
In the graphs in Figure 39 and Figure 40 we have the surface sections on the 
horizontal axis, where the abbreviations are defined in Table 14. On the vertical 
axis we have the thickness for the surface sections. The different lines in the 
charts correspond to the different load cases. 
 
For each load case as presented in Table 15, the corresponding minimum 
thicknesses for every surface section (as exemplified in Figure 38) are illustrated 
in Figure 39. In Figure 40 the non-critical load cases have been removed and a 
graph symbolizing a mass-minimized chassis has been included (colored in 
green). The mass-minimized design is here considered as the resulting design 
from this work. It is governed by the most critical load case for every surface 
section, ensuring the structure to withstand all the load cases. It is apparent from 
these charts that surface sections S4 and S8 are significantly thicker than the rest, 
which will be discussed in 9.2 Discussion and Conclusion.    
 

 
Figure 39 Minimum thicknesses for every load condition 
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Figure 40 Mass-minimized chassis and critical load cases 

 
Structural mass 
Figure 41 shows the minimum mass for the chassis, for every load case, and for 
the mass-minimized design. It can be seen that the load cases that are 
determining the thickness of the surface sections, are also the load cases that 
give the heaviest design. One can also see that the load cases: Combined pot hole 
and kerb strike rear wheel, front wheel kerb strike and rear wheel kerb strike 
results in a significantly higher structural masses than the other load cases. 
 

 
Figure 41: The minimum structural mass for every load case  
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Stress distributions 
Figure 42 - Figure 50 shows how the stresses are distributed for the critical load 
cases. It can be seen that especially surface sections S4, S7 and S8 are largely 
stressed for these load cases. Here follows short comments on these load cases: 
 

 Pot hole rear wheel 
The largest stresses occur at the point mass assignment for one of the 
batteries for the maximum principal stress and at the load attachment for 
the minimum principal stress. Moderate stresses can be seen over the 
bottom plate. 
 

 Rear wheel kerb strike 
The maximum principal stress occurs at an edge in the front region of 
section S8 and the minimum principal stress at one of the rear load 
attachments. It is noticeable that the maximum principal stress occurs in 
the front although the load is applied in the aft.   
 

 Front wheel kerb strike 
Both the maximum principal stress and the minimum principal stress 
occurs at a load point. Most of the large stresses occur in the front region 
for this load case. 
 

 Combined kerb strike pot hole rear wheel 
The maximum principal stress occurs at the point mass of one of the 
batteries (similar to the situation for the load condition rear wheel pot 
hole) and the minimum principal stress occurs at a load attachment point 
for the rear wheel. It can also be seen that the corners and edges in the aft 
region of the chassis are quite largely stressed 
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Table 16: Stress distribution for the most critical load cases, left column shows the maximum principal 
stress and the right column shows the minimum principal stress 

 
Figure 42: Pot hole rear wheel 

 
Figure 43 Figure 44: Pot hole rear wheel 

 

Figure 45 Rear wheel kerb strike 

 

 
 

Figure 46 Rear wheel kerb strike 

 
Figure 47 Front wheel kerb strike 

 
Figure 48 Front wheel kerb strike 

 
Figure 49 Combined kerb strike pot hole rear wheel 

 
Figure 50 Combined kerb strike pot hole rear wheel 
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Stress directions 
To investigate a possibility to decrease the structural mass further, the directions 
of large principal stresses in different surface sections have been observed. The 
reason for this is to see if there exist surface sections that have primarily the 
same stress propagation for all load cases. If so, the fiber-layup for these surface 
sections might be changed with more fibers in the direction of the stress 
propagation, which may result in a lighter design. It turns out that the stress 
directions are largely affected by the local stress intensive zones, that exists in 
the structure. See Figure 61 for a schematic illustration, where the gray zone 
represents the area to which the attachment of one of the batteries is modeled.  
 
It can on the other hand be seen that some areas that are not subjected to large 
stresses, do have a stress field which propagates in mainly one direction. The top 
of the roof structure for instance, has mainly longitudinal stress propagations (as 
shown in Figure 62). However this does not seem to be a critical region for the 
global structural strength and it also has other important functions, such as 
protection for roll-over accidents (which is not studied within this thesis). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Stress intesive zone 

Far away stress field 

Figure 51: Shows how the directions of the principal stresses change close to a stress intensive zone. 

Low stressed 
region 

Figure 52: Illustration of the top of the roof structure, which is a 
low stressed region. 
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9.2 Discussion and Conclusion 
The result from this analysis shows that the lower part of the chassis is 
significantly more stressed than the top part. This is resulting in large 
thicknesses for surface sections S4 and S7 see Figure 39. This result is not 
unexpected since these sections are subjected to both the point masses, which 
represents the heavy components, as well as the forces from the attachment 
points. Moderate thicknesses are assigned to section S1 and S9, probably because 
of the stress concentrations that occurs in the intersection between section S1, S9 
and S8, see Figure 45 - Figure 49. Section S5 gets a relatively large thickness, 
probably because of local stress concentrations in the intersection with the 
section S4, see Figure 49 and Figure 50, which is the reason for splitting the aft 
part of the chassis into several surface sections.  
 
From the results presented in Figure 42 -Figure 50 it is clear that the limiting 
stresses for the chassis comes from local stress concentrations, namely near an 
edge, an attachment point of the wheel suspension, or at an area which is 
assigned with a point mass. This is not a strange result, but it can still be 
considered as a local limitation rather than a direct measurement of the global 
strength. An important observation in this case, is that also other regions are 
subjected to stresses in the same order of magnitude, indicating also a global 
utilization of the chassis. One should still be aware that local stress 
concentrations will exist even in a real chassis, hence it is important to analyze a 
model containing a more detailed design. 
 
From Figure 41 one sees that the load cases of a kerb strike, load case 3) and 4), 
put significantly higher demands on the structural mass compared to the ones 
from a pot hole strike, load case 1) and 2). The reason for this could be that the 
chassis is weak when it comes to bending in the horizontal plane or longitudinal 
torsion, which are the main load modes assumed for these load scenarios (see 
chapter 5 Load conditions). Thus it might be interesting to investigate the result 
of a design with a transversal support in the upper front part of the roof 
structure (similar to the support in the aft part of the roof structure). It is also 
noticeable that the front part of the structure is subjected to large stresses even 
for the load case rear wheel kerb strike, see Figure 47 - Figure 48. This result 
might also suggest a stronger design of the front part of the chassis. 
 
As discussed in chapter 7 Optimization, the choice of what surfaces elements of 
the chassis that is grouped together and forming the surface sections, are 
obviously affecting the resulting mass of the chassis. An assumption of this 
configuration was done in an initial state, based on reasoning and basically as a 
starting point for the design. A reconfiguration of the surface sections can of 
course be done and could be a progressive work throughout the design of the 
structural arrangement. It can be seen in Figure 45 - Figure 48 that the front part 
is subjected to stresses in the intersection between surface sections S1, S9 and S8, 
which are significantly larger than those in other areas of the same surface 
sections. To make this critical area form its own surface section, would reduce the 
requirements on the remaining area of these surface sections, and may thus 
result in a lighter design. 
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The investigation of the stress propagation shows that the direction of the stress 
field is different in highly stressed areas compared to low stressed areas, for the 
same surface sections. This result makes it hard to without further investigations 
suggest a more tailorized fiber layup for surface sections subjected to large 
stresses, see Figure 61 and Figure 62.  
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10 FUTURE WORK 

 
The model generated for this work is an early concept of a structural 
arrangement, without any specific details regarding local design solutions, such 
as load attachment points or detailed geometries. A natural continuation of this 
work is hence to create a more detailed SA and to do a more refined local FE 
analysis. Especially to find the location and magnitude of the local stress 
concentrations, constituting the limiting stresses for the model, is an important 
complement to this analysis. For this case a finer mesh is necessary, since the 
mesh resolution used in this model does not show local stress concentrations 
accurately enough. With a more detailed design comes a more accurate mass 
distribution, which improves the use of the inertia relief function. Better 
knowledge about the geometry, location and attachment of the heavy 
components in the model would also make it possible include their moment of 
inertia into the model, which is neglected in this work.  
 
When a more detailed geometry of the chassis is settled, it is of interest to 
determine the most sufficient fiber layup for all surface sections. As shown from 
the results of this work this might not be an obvious decision, which is 
dependent on both local and global loads according to Figure 61 and Figure 62. 
Using for instance the Ansys module Composite Prepost (Ansys) would enable a 
more detailed analysis of the fiber layup, which could provide a lighter design.  
 
It is clear that the lower regions of the chassis are subjected to large loads, which 
results in a quite thick design for surface sections S4 and S7. This makes it 
interesting to model these surface sections as sandwich panels, since the 
sandwich panel has a relatively high stiffness to weight ratio. Apart from the 
mechanical properties of a sandwich design it could also include other features, 
such as thermal and noise insulation and to provide buoyancy capability, which 
can be used for safety reasons. These aspects combined would require an 
analysis that covers multi-functionality and not only the strength of the chassis. 
It is worth to point out that Ansys Workbench (in its current version) does not 
support parameterization of shell thicknesses, using layered sections. This means 
that it might be difficult to perform a thickness optimization of a sandwich 
design, using only a shell model.  
 
There are many things to consider when designing a vehicle chassis apart from 
only the mechanical properties. An important aspect for creating a successful 
design is to make it suitable for manufacturing. The expression “design for 
manufacturing” is a commonly used expression especially in the automotive 
industry, that emphasizes the importance of considering manufacturing aspects 
already in the design phase. If successfully utilized, this approach may result in 
an economically competitive end product, in terms of low manufacturing costs. 
Depending on what materials and material concepts that will be used, specific 
limitations and requirements will be set on what manufacturing methods to be 
used. Each manufacturing method then has specific pros and cons in terms of 
labor intensity, pre- and post-processing, quality requirements, series length, etc. 
It is hence desirable to perform an analysis that relates the performance to 
different manufacturing methods. 
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APPENDIX 1 – IMOPORTING A SHELL MODEL FROM 
SOLID EDGE AND USING LAYERED SECTION 

 

A 1.1 Creating and importing a shell model from Solid Edge 

Important steps for how the geometry is created and imported into Ansys 
Workbench is described in the steps below:  
 
 

1. A solid model is created from the CAD software Solid Edge. 
2. When the desired geometry is created, the model needs to be 

reassembled as a shell model, using the Surfacing environment (The 
model can be made directly in the Surfacing environment, depending on 
the skills of the user). The procedure goes as following: 
 

2.1 The Surfacing command Copy is used on every surface sections of 
the solid model. Using the Copy command on each of these surface 
sections, one at the time, creates an individual shell element of that 
specific area. Note that the command should be used each time one 
wants to create a new surface region (That will later result in an 
individual surface element in Workbench). If one wants to 
combine several areas into a single surface element, this should be 
done on adjacent areas of the solid body. 
 

2.2 If it is desired to make several different surface regions on one 
continuous area (Let say that one side of a cube wants to be 
divided into two surfaces individual surface elements), this should 
be done with the command Split on that solid region prior creating 
the actual surface element of that region. In opposite, if two 
adjacent areas should be merged and form a single surface 
element, the command Stitch can be used.  
 

3. When all surface regions are created from the solid geometry, one now 
needs to hide all the bodies forming the solid model, leaving just the shell 
model. Save the model as a .par file with the solid bodies hidden. 
 

4. In the Workbench environment create a Static structural project, which is 
linked to a separate Geometry block, on the Geometry block, right click 
and import the saved -par file, containing the geometry. 
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Figure 53 Static structural project in Workbench. 

5. Open the Geometry in DesignModeler and click Generate. This step is not 
obvious at all (since one can just right click on the Geometry cell and 
choice Import Geometry and the geometry is apparently successfully 
imported), but this step was actually shown to be necessary in order for 
the model to work properly. 

 

A 1.2 Create layered section for orthotropic materials 

1. Define a new orthotropic material in the cell Engineering data, entering all 
the elastic properties required. 

2. Go back to the Model and define a coordinate system for each surface with 
different direction. Make sure that the coordinate system corresponds to 
the directions for which the elastic properties are defined.  

3. Create a layered section for which you assign the surface, material, layup 
and a coordinate system. It is important that the coordinate system 
chosen agrees with the direction of the surfaces connected to it. 

 
Notes about layered section: 
 

 The thickness chosen in the layered section settings has higher priority 
than the thickness chosen for the surface in the Geometry branch. One 
must however assign a thickness number to all the surfaces of the model, 
in the Geometry branch, in order for the program to run. 

 The 0°-direction is by default defined as the x-axis of the layer and the x-
axis of the element being parallel to each other. 

 It is in the current version of Workbench (14.5) not possible to 
parameterize the thickness of the surface element, using layered sections. 
One can instead assign material and surface direction directly in the 
settings for the element in the Geometry branch. This means that one 
cannot for instance optimize a sandwich design with respect to the 
thickness of the core and the shells, using only a shell model. It also means 
that detailed information about stresses in each layer of the laminate 
cannot be analyzed either.  
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APPENDIX 2 – DISPLACEMENT VERIFICATION OF A THIN-
WALLED BEAM 

 

A 2.1 Isotropic beam 

In order to verify that this procedure of importing CAD models is working 
properly, a comparison between a handbook solution and an imported model of 
a clamped cantilever beam is done. The beam is created according to the steps 
described in Appendix 1. It has a thin-walled quadratic cross section which is 
closed at the clamped end, giving the model 5 different surfaces. For simplicity, 
an isotropic material is used (structural steel). 

 
 
 
The analytical solution for the deflection δ, of this clamped cantilever beam 
subjected to an evenly distributed load, Q, is: 
 

  
   

   
 {  

    

 
       }    

    

      
 

 
Where P is a uniformly distributed pressure, L is the length of the beam, E is the 
elastic modulus, I is the area moment of inertia around the bending axis, t is the 
thickness of the wall and a is the length of the cross section. 
 
 

 
E 200 [GPa]  
t 3 [mm] 
a 0.1 [m] 
L 2 [m] 
P 1 [KPa] 
δ 0.500 [mm] 

Table 17 Data for the thin-walled beam model 

The numerical solution gives a displacement of 0.495 mm, which is close to the 
analytical solution. 

a 

a 

t 

P 

L 

Figure 54: Illustration of the thin-walled beam model. 
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A 2.2 Orthotropic beam 

A new test is done, now with the model consisting of one unidirectional 
composite lamina. The model has the following properties: 
 

E1 132 GPa  
E2 10 GPa 
G12 6.5 GPa 
ν12 0.3 
t 3 [mm] 
a 0.1 [m] 
L 2 [mm] 
P 1 [KPa] 
Table 18 Details of composite beam 

 
The deflection is calculated in the same way as for the isotropic beam, but this 
time with the modulus E1 in the 1-direction (along the longitudinal direction of 
the beam, which is also the x-axis for the beams local coordinate systems) and 
the modulus E2 in the 2-direction (along the transversal direction of the beam, 
which is also the y-axis in the beams local coordinate system).  
 

 
Figure 55 Two thin-walled beams rotated an angle of 90° relatively each other in the global y-z plane  

 
The FE solution gives a deflection that has a 20 times larger difference compared 
to the analytical solution, than for the corresponding comparison with the 
isotropic beam. But remembering that the transversal modulus now is exactly 20 
times lower than for the steel beam, which motivates the difference (the 
analytical solution does not account for the contribution in deflection due to 
transversal bending). 
 

A 2.3 Orthotropic beam with rotated coordinate system 

Verifying that the coordinate systems connect to the layered sections is done by 
comparing two beams with differently defined coordinate systems. One of the 
beams has local coordinate systems where the x-axis is pointing along the 
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longitudinal direction of the beam and the y-axis is pointing along the transversal 
direction of the beam. The other beam has it coordinate systems rotated an angle 
of 90°, giving that the x-axis is pointing in the transversal direction of the beam 
and the y-axis pointing in the longitudinal direction of the beam.  
 
This will make the moduli E1 and E2 change position, which will suggest an 

increase in deflection of a factor: 
  
  
⁄    , which analytically means a total 

deflection of 9.85 mm. The numerical result becomes 10.05 mm, which is once 
again a bit higher than the analytical solution but still in an acceptable order of 
magnitude. 
 

 
Figure 56 Picture shows the right beam having changed the position of E1 and E2, thus leading to a larger 
deflection. 

 

A 2.4 Orthotropic beam with rotated layup angle 
Instead of rotating the coordinate system a certain angle, one can instead rotate 
the layup angle in the layered section with the coordinate system being fixed.  
This result should be exactly equal to rotating the local coordinate systems the 
same angle. The result also shows that this is true. 
 

A 2.5 Orthotropic beam with homologized elastic moduli  

According to the composite theory in chapter 6, the homologized elastic moduli 
are to be verified against the numerical results. The arbitrary layup of [0/+45] is 
chosen, which has a global elastic modulus in the longitudinal direction of  
Ex = 74.915 GPa and a global elastic modulus in the transversal direction of  
Ey = 14.968 GPa. This will correspond to an analytical deflection of 1.33 mm. The 
numerical result is 1.35 mm which seems to be reasonable.  
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Test Materia

l 
E1 
[GPa
] 

E2 
[GPa] 

Wall 
thickness 
[mm] 

Layup Analytical 
disp. 
[mm] 

Numerical 
disp. 
[mm] 

Disp. iso steel 200 200 3  - 0.50 
[mm] 

0.495 

Disp. UD CF lam, 132 10 3 [0] 0.76 
[mm] 

0.84 

Disp. Rot. 
Coord.sys
. 90° 

CF lam, 10 132 3 [0] 9.85 10.05 

Disp. Rot 
Layup 
angle 90° 

CF lam. 132 10 3 [90] 9.85 10.05 

Disp. 
Laminate 

CF lam. 132 10 3 [0/45] 1.33 1.35 

Table 19 Summary of results from validation 
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APPENDIX 3 – MESH STUDY 

 

A 3.1 Estimated mesh accuracy  
For the model used in the analyses the mesh relevance center is set to medium 
and the relevance scale is assigned zero, which is the default value. This results in 
a model consisting of 6118 elements. The mesh appearance along with the stress 
state for a rear wheel pot hole strike can be seen in Table 20. 
 

  

 
Figure 57: Stress propagation with the standard mesh. 

Table 20: The standard mesh with corresponding stresses for load case: 1). 

 
In order to check the validity of the model a simple convergence study for the 
mesh is done. 3 different mesh densities of the model have been generated, for 
which 3 different stressed areas have been observed, see Figure 58. From the 
results, it can be seen that the model is still mesh dependent. For the areas Stress 
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field 1, Stress field 2 and Stress field 3, the change in stress magnitude is about 
15%, 20% and 15% respectively, when comparing the lowest and highest mesh 
density in Figure 59. It should be noticed that stress field 2 and stress field 3 are 
close to an edge, which probably causes the stress intensity. Stress field 1, is 
however not close to an edge, why an uncertainty of at least 15% can be 
assumed for this model 
 

 
Figure 58: Illustration of investigated stress fields. 

 

 
Figure 59: Stress-mesh dependence. 

 
Comparing the stress propagation in Figure 60 with the stress propagation in 
Figure 57 it can be seen that the mesh density used in this work is not valid for a 
local stress analysis. This is because of the local notch effects that become 
present when using a finer mesh. These effects are however not wanted in a 
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global stress analysis, since they would likely be the most critical areas in the 
model. 
 

 
Figure 60: Illustration of local notch effects due to a higher mesh density. 
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